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II.

INTRODUCTION
A. In this "Nuts-And-Bolts" session we will explore the issues and challenges of the
adolescent voice. We will discuss such topics as why we warm up, a basic warm up
outline, and some common mistakes we all make. We will examine, and sing through,
many different exercises that address a variety of vocal challenges. Also, we will explore
which keys and ranges work best, or not at all, for your 6th, 7th and 8th grade choirs.
You will leave with a clear plan for building your young voices in a healthy efficient way.

II. WHY WARM UP
A. Conditioning (singing is an athletic activity)
B. Stretching/warming up the voice
C. Voice building (range/strength/agility)
D. Isolating specific areas of growth (intonation/diction/etc.)
E. Voice lesson time
III. BASIC WARM-UP OUTLINE
A. Physical movement/stretching
B. Breathing
C. Warm Down (Beginning phonation)
D. Warm Up (Range development)
E. Specialty
1. Intonation/Choral
2. Diction/Articulation
3. Tone
4. Placement/Resonance
5. Support/Bounce
6. Register transitions/Passagios
7. Flexibility/Dynamics

IV. COMMON MISTAKES
A. Starting in the wrong key
1. Too low or too high to sing
B. Keeping everyone singing through the entire exercise.
1. Allow them to come in and out of an exercise as their voice dictates
C. Using (too many or any) exercises with a range of an octave or more
D. "One size does NOT fit all!”
1. An exercise that worked well in your college voice lessons may not fit a
6th grade choir
E. Ascending with a descending exercise. i.e. “Ng-Ah” (#5)
F. Combining too many purposes on one exercise.
1. Diction, tone, range, etc.
2. Don’t take “Red Leather” too high!
G. Biggest mistake is to not be fully aware of all students
1. Watch, Remind, Adjust, Push (our responsibility) W.R.A.P.
a. This is a great foundational rehearsal technique
b. Also helps with classroom management!
V. NUTS AND BOLTS OR WHERE TO START
A. Key, Range and Direction are the keys to successful warm-ups
1. Find an initial comfortable key for your singers
2. We want to expand their range, but
a. With appropriate exercises
b. And not every exercise!
B. Know your warm ups and understand their purpose
1. “Kee-Keh”
a. Strengthen soft palate
b. Strengthen abdominal muscles
C. 6th Grade/7th Grade/8th Grade: getting your exercise to fit
1. Pick a familiar exercise and adjust the ranges and directions to fit the
different grades and genders
a. (#5) Descending exercise. Warming down/Placement
i. 6th grade (boys and girls sing same 8va)
-Start in F Maj., and descend by 1/2 steps until C or
Bb Maj.
ii. 7th grade
-Start in the key of G Maj. (Baritone sing in their 8va)
-Descend by 1/2 steps
-Baritones drop out around E Maj.
-Bring them back in around Bb Maj.
-Drop out girls around Ab Maj.
-Have all men continue until E Maj.
iii. 8th grade
-Start in G Maj. (men sing in their 8va)
-Descend by 1/2 steps
-Drop out tenors around E Maj.

-Bring them back in around Bb Maj.
-Drop out sopranos around Ab Maj.
-Drop out alto/tenor around F Maj.
-Continue descending basses until they can no longer

sing
iv. Common mistakes
-Starting too high/ascending
-Trying to make everyone sing whole exercise
b. (#7) Diction/articulation
i. 6th grade
-Start around D Maj.
-Ascend/descend by 1/2 steps to G Maj.
-Gradually increase tempo
ii. 7th/8th grade
-Start around E Maj.
-Same as 6th grade, but go to G Maj.
iv. Common mistake
-Singing too high or too low
-Worrying too much about tone quality
c. (#3) Ascending. Warm-up/Tone Quality
i. 6th grade
-Start in Eb Maj. Sing in head voice
-Ascend by 1/2 steps until Bb/C Maj.
ii. 7th/8th grade
-Start in Eb F Maj. (depending on time of year)
-Ascend by 1/2 steps
-Drop basses (8th grade)/changed (new) baritones
(7th grade) out around Ab Maj.
-Continue until around Bb/C Maj. (depending on time
of year)
iii. Common mistakes
-Descending instead of ascending
-Letting them spread their mouth on the “Ee”
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VI. WHAT TO PLAY
A. Three choices
1. Play nothing
2. Play chords in left hand and their part in right:

3. Play chords in right hand and roots in left:

VII. CONCLUSION
A. Warm-up with a purpose. Don’t ever go through the motions, and don't let your
students either.
B. Be totally aware of Posture, mouth position, breathing, neck tension,
engagement, etc.
1.Watch-Remind-Adjust-Push! (W.R.A.P.)
C. Listen, Listen, Listen!
D. Read all you can about the adolescent voice.
E. We are the only voice teacher most of our students will ever have!
F. Take a Vocal Pedagogy Course.
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I. Why is Choral Blend Important in Adolescent Ensembles?
A. The Concept of Blend
1. Blending and balance within the choral context provides the best path to proper
intonation, placement, communication of the text, and fulfillment of the music.
2. When any one of the elements listed above is out of alignment, students can begin to
grow weary in the music making. Their sound will never satisfy their ear and they
will be prone to abandoning it.
II. What Are the Basic Physical Changes Which Occur During Maturation
A. Basic Male Change and Anatomy
1. Vocal chords grow lengthwise by approximately one centimeter, resulting in a vocal
change which is generally around one octave lower.
2. Singing challenges included lack of ability to phonate specific pitches, inability to
control pitches (including voice cracking), excessive vocal breathiness, limitations of
vocal range and registers, and a decrease in vocal strength and endurance (Kennedy,
2004; Killian, 1997).
B. Basic Female Change and Anatomy
1. Less research has been devoted to proving significant laryngeal growth during
puberty, however the muscles do shift causing instability.
2. With puberty and menstruation come hormonal fluctuations at rapidly changing
levels which affects the vocal mechanism.
3. Adolescent female singers frequently experience excessive breathiness in tone, vocal
unpredictability, and transition difficulties between registers because “vocal bands
have outgrown the surrounding muscles and are unable to close properly”. (Alderson,
1979, p. 238
C. Avoiding the Pitfalls
1. Most issues regarding maturation, if dealt with improperly, can multiply into larger
issues of technique and confidence. An environment of support and flexibility is
necessary in order to not make permanent issues which are meant to be transitional.
III. Rehearsal Techniques to Avoid Future Issues and Encourage Healthy Blend (Ages 10-14)
A. Avoid Unnecessary Classification of Voices
1. Use caution when assigning voice parts at this age. If young singers begin to alter
their voice to fit a label, they may develop permanent habits which make them less
flexible to blend as they mature.
a) Use terms like “Part 1, Part 2” or “Line 1 and Line 2” to distract from the range of
the part. Mix young men and women together, and extend range frequently.
B. Arrange Students in a Way That Eliminates Poor Habits
1. Create a seating chart based on the general sound each student naturally brings.
Incorporate leaders throughout and encourage them to move as a unit and create one
sound together.
2. Play recordings of them or split the ensemble into two groups to sing for one another
so they can participate in hearing the music rather than just singing and following
directions. Let them make suggestions in order to learn to be better at selfcorrecting.
C. Always Strive for Healthy Sounds
1. It is extremely important to model good vocal technique and insist on healthy
singing, including a good usage of breath support, head voice, proper placement, etc.
2. Hormonal shifts can feel out of control for many students. Make sure they know how
to adjust as much as possible to place them back in the position of power.

IV. What Makes Hormonal Changes So Difficult in a Classroom Setting
A. Understanding Anatomical Change VS. Hormonal Ebb and Flow
1. Within the already difficult to manage anatomical changes also comes the daily shift
in hormones that is no doubt, very real. These daily shifts can cause a different
sound to emerge as if from nowhere. It is easy to misdiagnose these sounds as
laziness or lack of focus in students. Sometimes the attitude of the singer is not a
clear indictor as well.
B. Anticipate and Compensate for Hormonal Shift
1. Be on the lookout for issues like air in the sound, intonation, inability to reach notes
usually within range, huskiness, straining, and vocal fatigue. Stop the rehearsal and
make adjustments when needed, even covertly, in order to correct the imbalance.
V. Achieving Choral Blend During Later Maturation (Ages 14-18)
A. Voice Students Based on Color, Strength and Healthy Sound Rather Than Range
1. Small Ensemble Development
a) Early on in rehearsals, group students in such a way that promotes healthy sound
(1) Students can be grouped, both in their voice part and with that of others, in
ensembles that naturally lend themselves to solid intonation and a healthy
sound. Keep these ensembles in mind when creating concert line-ups and
seating charts. (Also great for solo and ensemble competition assignments.)
2. Flexible Voicing Environment and Reassessment
a) Make sure each student knows that their placement is based on the current sound
and can change as necessary. Move them around, in and out of their typical voice
part, always in an effort to achieve a healthy sound with their most natural voice.
B. Teach Healthy Production Despite Challenges
1. Strive for an honest rehearsal environment, where you can carefully point out when
an issue may be due to hormonal fluctuations
a) Maintain that these sounds, while not ideal, are understandable
b) Warm-up well at the onset of each rehearsal, and continuously adjust where
needed
(1) Warm-up the entire body, beginning with the breath. Address support and
posture strongly to give students the best chance far a healthy sound
(2) Do many vocal warm-ups involving slides and focus attention on areas of
breaking or weakness.
(3) Extend range as far as comfortable, and always a few notes higher or lower
than what is needed for the literature
(4) For hormonal issue causing huskiness or raspiness, pay close attention to the
singers and advise them to engage greater support or more focus
(a) See Addendum (A) which included several options for warming up the
whole body
2. Insist Fully on Achieving a Healthy Sound
a) Be Consistent and Firm With Expectations
b) Insist on Musicality Which Does Not Depend on Hormones
c) Expect Engaged Singers Sharing in a Common Goal
d) Be Understanding but Persistent in the Process
Remember that while the goal is a healthy blended sound, hormonal fluctuations effect the mind
as well as the body. Be cautious, patient and understanding to create an environment of trust.

Various Warm-Ups and Activities to Achieve Choral Blend in the Adolescent Voice
1) Begin by Warming Up the Body, Particularly the Breath
-Bend over at the waste and raise slowly over a set of beats to a comfortable singing posture
-Bounce lightly on balls of the feet using hands to also give lift the body and increase blood flow
-Lightly stretch the body to release tension
-Breath in over a set of beats, and out on a hiss, utilizing all air
-Use lip trills to begin to engage the voice, but guide students to listen carefully. A gap in a lip
trill is a gap in the breath support.
Move Into Vocalization
-Using hums and slides, ask students to carefully glide through each pitch.
-Extend the range with exercises that also address vowels, placement and intonation to best use
your limited rehearsal time. Zee-ee, Zee-eh, zee-ah on 1-3, 1-5, 3-7-5-3-1 will engage higher
voices well into their upper register.
-Do a siren or yawn sigh. I often use this as a time to isolate vocal breaks and smooth them. I
ask students to to find the places where the sigh breaks, and use support and focus to “spackle
the crackle”. The hole is caused by hormones, support and focused breath is the spackle, and
the careful gliding though the sound is the sanding. This doesn’t always translate to the young
ladies, but the guys get it!
-Nee-oh, nee-oh, nee on a descending 5-1 can extend into the lower range while keeping the
vocal placement when it can easily fall. Remember to adjust the vowels, intonation and
placement as you go.
-Mah, meh, mee, mo, moo on 1-3-2-4-3-5-4-2-1 is a great one to use of intonation particularly
around the chordal third.
Finish Each Warm-Up with Blend
-Separate the ensemble into groups to listen to one another. Have one group sing a simple
passage on a vowel and ask students in opposite group to give feedback on what they hear. They
should look for the same things you would typically address in rehearsal. Allow them a chance to
“teach themselves” based on what they hear.
-Sing ascending and descending pitches on a single vowel and identify where the sound is
darker, lighter heavy, etc. Ask students to rotate and listen to one another and unify the sound
they are making with what they hear. (Voicing will be VERY helpful in this stage; see below)
-For older ensembles: build a scale by asking students to sing or hum a note and descend onto
their appropriate pitch. I usually ask sopranos to stay on the 5, tenors on 3, altos on 2 and
basses all the way to the bottom (1). Ask students to rotate and listen. Oftentimes I will ask
them to leave their pitch and do a vocal slide and return to the same pitch and placement to
train their muscle memory. Address balance issues between voice parts and encourage a “unit”
sound.

A Quick How-To Guide for Placement and Voicing
(Ideally done in a single early rehearsal)
How to Voice or Group Students to Support Healthy Singing
-Using a song students are familiar with, ask them to sing as a whole group, and then in groups
of two or three, rotating around until you find which voices take care of many of the problems
you hear. Some voices naturally tune each other, and some have the very opposite effect. The
goal is to find a configuration which creates the healthiest production in the singer.
-Move students in and out of voice parts for the same reason. If a young girl generally sings with
lower voices, but compliments the sopranos on a particular song, opt for that placement. Any
adjustments that can be made to create a healthy sound are ok!
-Place stronger singers toward the middle and ends of the ensemble to create a sense of support
for weaker students, but avoid putting very strong singers next to very weak singers. This could
create an environment where the strong singer overpowers and the weak singer backs away.
How to Make Changes Within a Regular Rehearsal
(Using limited time)
-While rehearsing, listen for anything that is out of place. For example, if sopranos are singing
very sharply, adjust the seating arrangement. Perhaps one student is struggling with hormonal
imbalance and is misleading others. A quick placement change could assist in better blend.
-Stop rehearsal in the middle of a song if the issues are too present to be productive. Ask
students to sing selected passages on vowels or on a nonsense syllable and listen carefully for
blend, placement and intonation just like a warm-up.
-If raspiness or air is heard in the sound, find out if the student(s) are sick and advise. If there is
no sickness, the problem may be due to hormonal fluctuation, fatigue, dehydration…the list
could go on and on. Address the concern and encourage good health practices and move
forward attentively.
-Proper placement will not be entirely effective if the student is not singing properly. Use
different exercises specific to the problem you hear. Raspiness might need an additional vocal
exercise promoting healthy breath, while a shrill sound, perhaps a gentle descending exercise on
an open vowel, and vocal breaks can be helped with additional glides. Strive for a healthy sound!
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